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george hutchinson semester 2

inspirational company project
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brief

 brief:
form a small team of 3 people
identify a company that you would like 
to work for
investigate the history,current activity 
and direction of that organisation
propose a new product concept and 
produce a compelling presentation.

 
3 people
3 weeks
9 weeks work
use your strengths compelling concept 
competitive environment produce 
A1 concept poster communicate 
professionally.
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poc reasearch

ABOUT POC

POC is a Swedish company designing helmets 
to save lives and to reduce the consequences of 
accidents for gravity skiers athletes and cyclists.

POC was founded in 2005 and made its first 
appearance in the skiing market. POC’s new ideas 
and solutions enabled them to improve ski racing 
safety, by reducing the force transmitted to the brain 
and body in case of a crash.

Why we chose POC

POC was chosen as the inspirational company due 
to its unique approach to designing their products. 
Everything they seem to produce is seen as a 
desirable item that challenges the norm.
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initial ideas

Insulin kit
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what is needed in an insulin kit?

viles containing fast acting insulin

vIles containing long lasting insulin

syringes

needles

a blood sugar testing device

2x insulin pen

a hard waste disposal container for 
disposal of syringes

spare pen needles
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development

Research and development into our insulin kit 
concluded that we wanted it to be pocket sized. 
allowing the user to carry in to a back Jean 
pocket.

When speaking to a number of users with type 
one diabetes it was reported that one major 
annoyance is that they need to carry a bag 
everywhere. From this point onwards the design 
development was heavily based around making 
the device suitable to be stored in such an 
environment.
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what’s inside?

sharps disposal

slow and fast 
acting insulin 
viles

fast acting 
insulin pen

long lasting 
insulin pen

blood sugar 
testing device

syringe

Spare 
needles 

Alcohol wipes /
plasters
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renders 
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renders 
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POC LIV+
REFINED, COMPACT, 
ROBUST. 

AN INSULIN KIT DESIGNED 
TO GO ANYWHERE.

NO STIGMA. NO BOUNDARIES.

POCSPORTS COPYRIGHT POC SPORTS 2019©

evaluation + critical analysis

evaluation

Working as a team
I believe Ross, Matt and I§ worked well as a team solving 
problems and bouncing off each others work well. At the start 
of this project we each had varying levels of skills however 
this project has allowed us to teach each other new skills and 
develop our existing skills as well.

Final outcome
I believe our final outcome was to a professional standard and 
in keeping with POCs design behaviour both in the product 
itself and the poster displayed here. 

critical analysis

If I were to revisit the project I would like to make some 
physical models to see how it works in the pockets of the user 
and weather the kit would be comfortable to carry in a pocket 
all day everyday. The model would also allow me to gather 
some feedback from real life type one diabetics that know 
what they need and know what they want from a product.

I also think a model would help with the justification for the 
vaccume sealed lid mechinisem as currently this is just a 
theory as to wether it would work or not.
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